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B El NG A CONTINUATION OF THE G A*M BIER OBSERVER AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.

Christ anil 11>e- Cjjnrft-.--STrntJi anU lobe.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1841.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER 2.

Acrdemy melted away, died in 529. The ! mankind in all ages, and with it followed all Shiloh, the Messiah, Christ, came, and Judah to punish the infamous Clodius who had pol mind with deep interest, because the deceased
first sign of renewed animation in the lifeless I the animation belonging to the most opulent was no more. Its purpose was complete luted all their rites: where, in his oration for would refer to it with pleasure. She was in
IDITIB BY
features of literature, has been discovered in commerce in the world. I hen, still rising in when Christianity was once given to the Sextius, he invokes to his aid Jupiter Capito- capacitated by weakness from attending with
BET. CHAUNCEY COI.TON,
the seventh century. One of the earliest the scale, the discovery of America, of which world. When the last great sacrifice was of linus, Juno, Minerva, and the Dii Penates, the other candidates at the altar of the Lord's
“
WILLIAM JACKSON,
“
JOHN T. BKOOKK,
gleams of the dawning day shone from the man had never dreamed—a discovery which fered, the kingdom passed away in dust and whose temples and shrines hq had secured temple ; and Bishop Mcllvaine cheerfully at
«
IIENKY V. I>. JOHN'S.
Irish monasteries. In our own country, two | gave him the astonishing donative of a new flame, the temple and the worshipper perish from destruction, and that maternal Vesta, tended the sick chamber, where the sacred rite
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AMD LOTISV1LLK, names will recur to the memory, which are hemisphere, doubled the world, poured in up ed, and the soil on which that superb sove whose priestesses he had saved from viola was rendered increasingly interesting by the
never mentioned without honor—Bede and on him a tide of gold, and in the fresh resour reignty stood, anointed by the very hand of tion, and whose eternal fire he had preserved appropriate and devoted tenderness of the
BY THOMAS R . RAYMOND.
Alcuin.
Upon this most interesting branch of ces of that new and boundless region, offered Heaven, was given to the successive deso from being extinguished in the blood of his Bishop, and the sympathies of some select
I’nmed *1IW HaCan Cluatt Prat, Ko(«n’ Row, West Fount Street, CiatiuMti
literary investigation, however, we cannot incalculable means of increasing his enjoy lations of the Roman, die Saracen and the fellow- citizens, or lost in the general confla friends who participated in the devotional ex
romi....Two
tud F.fly Coal. [«/ aitaaja, pay.bie u »*»»«••
linger. The temporary clearing of the hori ments, his uses, and his knowledge. Never Tartar. The Eastern empire then became gration of the city; where, in his defence of ercises. I'rom this time, she became a com
zon in England was succeeded by a blacker before was such a series of brilliant excite the supreme seat of Christianity. And that Flaceus, he works upon the passions of his municant in the Episcopal Church, enjoying
poetcP
gloom. But light began to break out upon ments heaped upon the human race. It is empire also undergoing the heaviest vicissi audience, by representing the sister of his the fulfilment of the divine promise, ‘ 1 love
some of the countries of the continent. Du well known that they were felt in their full tudes, also endured till the destined time. It client, a vestal, in the delirium of her grief, them that love me, and they that seek ine ear
PRAYER.
ring this period the imagination seems to have force throughout the whole frame of society. is remarkable that the Western empire, with neglecting the sacred fire on which the exis ly shall find me.’ Mary Jane’s history is
BY C. C. C.
been almost entirely dormant. The only spe The correspondence of even the most seclu all its habits and materials of permanency, tence of Rome depended, or likely to extin short, and her path strewed with ‘judgment and
Arrested »un» and trauquilled teas declare
cimens of poetical genius are to be sought for ded scholars of those days teems with expres perished almost immediately after the imperi guish its eternal flames with her tears. But mercy.’ That which was invisible to the
To Heaven and earth th’ omnipotence of prayer,
in the Teutonic languages. Mr. Hallam men sions of delight, surprise, and gratitude. But al Au-ognifidTr of the gospel; while the Eas tlie instances are innumerable where the elo watchful eye of maternal solicilude’a few years
That, gives the hopeless hope, the feeble, might,
tions
the wild and impressive, though turgid the effect of those discoveries w*as to be more tern, though exposed to the same external haz quence of Cicero owes all its wonderful force have unveiled—that the destroying worm was
Outruns the swift, and puts the strong to flight,
than the indulgence of an ardent or a learned ards, and still more torn by faction, the sport to the fables, the errors, and the superstitious at the root of the lovely gourd, and many a
Th* noon-tide arrow foils, and plague that stalks spirit of Anglo-Saxon poetry; and the still
curiosity;
it was to teach men to think on the of the most frantic heresies, swept by that rites of heathenism: and one cannot doubt that withering leaf foretold her removal to an eter
more
vigorous
delineations
of
Scandinavian
by night:
great subjects of civil and religious freedom, fiery blast, that living simoom, which Mo- the same observations may be extended to the nal world.* In the winter of 1839 the family
bards.
Unmatched in power, unbounded in extent,
Dr. Croly’s remark, that from the sixth to —that shower of meteors not only dazzled homedanism sent from its deserts, and crush literature of France, when one recollects that left Newark, her father having accepted an in
As omnipresent as omnipotent,
the fifteenth century the human mind was in and delighted the universal eye with their de ed by the iron masses of the crusaders, still her first orators are Bossuet, Massillon, and vitation to the Church of the Ascension, Wake
To no meridian nor clime coufined,
a lethergy, seems to require limitation. To scending splendor, but ploughed up the old stood the fated empire. The throne of the Flechier; and that the finest pieces of poetry, field, R. I. The inclement season preven
Man with his fellow man, and mind to mind,
examine
and test this assertion, a view of Eu rigidity of moral soil, long hardened by the Constantines, continually assailed from the in the language, are, fllhulie, Zaire, and ted her accompanying the family. Mary had
’Tis hers, in links of love and charity to bind.
become a lovely example to her sisters; they
ropean literature would be required, and we heaviest tread of tyrranny and superstition.’ East and the West, and continually on the Rousseau’s Odes.
Memoirs of Sir Samuei Romilly.
Dr. Croly rejects the assertion that Luther point of perishing, was shielded from final
had never been separated for some years, and
But further still extends her awful reign:
are desirous of resuming the chain of argu
To her indeed belongs that golden chain
ment which has, for a season, been suffered was created by his age ; that the Reformer min until the very eve of the third Interposi
No afflictions can hurt him that is penitent. a bosom friend to her parents, and it was agreed
From fabled Gods and their Olympus riven,
to drop aside. The beginning of the four was inspired by the ardor of the time. His tion. The religion of the empire had long If thou escape they will make thee more that a constant correspondence should recon
But since to truth and her adorers given,
teenth century witnessed the preparation of disposition led him to the solitude of the mo been corrupted ; but it was in that sepulchre thankful, unto God. The way to be safe in cile each to an absence of six months. Many
E’en with his Maker, man to join, and earth to one work, at least, ordained to be immortal. nastic life, and the accidental discovery of a that the solitary lamp of the gospel had survi times of trouble is to get the blood of the intellectual and pious sentiments imbue her
Heaven.
The divine comedy of Dante is supposed to newr Bible turned the whole of his thoughis ved to be carried to the West. Constantino Lamb upon our doors, Ex. xii: 13. All letters.—On being informed of the awful ca
have been commenced in 1304. In Italy the into a new channel. ‘ Luther no more calcu ple was at length stormed, and the Greek troubles have their commissions and instruc tastrophe of the burning of the steam-boat
Then 1st those lips that never prayed, begin:
We must or cease to pray or cease to sin:
restoration of Greek learning opened a new lated on overthrowing the Pope than on over sovereignty fell; yet, not until the period tions from God, whom to touch, whom to pass Lexington, although carefully told that her pa
rents were safe, she describes her feelings for
Each earth-born want and wish, a goveling brood, creation to the student. Emanuel Chrysolo- throwing the world.’ Undoubtedly, the mo when its successors were prepared. It expi over.—Iteynolds.
ment
of
his
appearance
in
the
theological
are

red
with
its
hand
on
the
gates
of
the
Reform

their escape as amounting to agony—and lear
Are oft mistaken or misunderstood;
ras, according to Tiraboschi, appeared in Flo
ning that the trip before the fatal disaster the
But who could dare to pray for aught that is not rence in 1395. From his hand the rekindled na was peculiarly favorable; and he had laun ation.’ pp. 17, 19.
DEATH IN TRESPASSES AND SINS.
family were on board, she contemplates the
good?
torch was transmitted through the Italian uni ched out upon the sea of popular opinion at
The heart of an obdurate sinner may be
GROTIUS.
the hour when the tide had risen to a height
subject with the feelings of a child and a Chris
( Not that our”prayers make Heaven more prompt versities.
The Life of Grotius shows the singular called his sepulchre, which by means of long tian, and dwells with devout gratitude upon
which floated him onward with tremendous
But if l)r. Croly has passed too sweeping
habits of sin, is shut up against grace, as by
to give,
power. Mietitz declared to Leo, not two felicity of a man of letters and a statesman;
their deliverance, to the infinitely wise Dispo
a hard and heavy stone, and in which there
a censure upon the dark ages, his designation
But they make us more worthy to receive.)
and
how
a
student
can
pass
his
hours
in
the
years after Luther’s first public demonstra
ser of all events. Mary’s bosom was the de
There is in that Celestial treasury
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as
is nothing but darkness and corruption, It
tion of enmity to the Romish hierarchy, that closest imprisonment. The gate of the pris
pository of die family’s joys and sorrows, and
Health incxhaustable, admission free,
is a very great mercy when the Deliverer
the most remarkable periods of mental ad
on
has
sometimes
been
the
porch
of
fame.
she
was extremely anxious to learn the spirit
twenty-five
thousand
soldiers
would
hardly
Hut he that never prays rejects the golden hey.
vancement, will be universally received. It
Grotius, studious from his infancy, had comes to that prison, when the light shines ual aspect of things in her father’s new parish;
ensure his capture. The apostle of the Re
F’ricndihip’a Offering.
in
the
darkness,
and
holiness
itself
visits
that
was an age of marvels ; and, as the sunlight
formation, with a single Bible, could strike also received from nature the faculty of gen
and having been informed it was not the field
flashed in upon the human faculties with deep
corruption.—Quesnel.
of usefulness he had anticipated and that the
terror into the Vatican. A second shepherd, ius, and was so fortunate as to find in his
c I i 5 i o 11 £.
er radiance, the intellectual eye-sight seemed
circumstance was a draw back to his happi
he went out against a second Palestine; and father a tutor who had formed his early taste
THE NEEDFUL.
to become stronger and clearer. Then was
ness, she modestly suggested her views upon
he went out in the name of God. Some ve and his moral feelings. The younger Gro
* DR. CROLY ON THE REFORMATION.
discovered a new instrument of death, more
Something must be left as a test of the loy the subject and with affi'ctionate condolence
ry interesting remarks upon this illustrious tius, in imitation of Horace, has celebrated
At a time when godly scholars and divines on the
terrible in its operation than the celestial wea
person have been recently published by Mr. his gratitude in verse.—One of the most in alty of the heart—in Paradise, the Tree—in requested him to recollect that the ways of
other side of the water, are attempting to obscure the
pons of Epic warfare; then, too, a mute and
Israel, a Canaanitc—and in us, Temptation. God for the wisest ends are frequently mys
great lights ot the Protestant Reformation, and
Hallam in his Introduction to the Literature teresting circumstances in the life of this great
unerring guide conducted the solitary ship
holding up the ‘ mediaeval period’—the middle ages
terious to his children, and that the present dark
of Europe. They arc distinguished by the man, which strongly marks his genius and —Cecil.
—as the most soul-stirring and perhaps the most re over the waste of ocean; and finally, to con usual temperance of that sagacious and learn fortitude, is displayed in the manner in which
cloud might be full of copious blessings ; and
o m ni u n i c a 11 o n ♦
ligious era the church has ever seen,’ and when even summate the gifts lavished upon mankind, the ed writer, who without taking the high posi he employed his time during his imprison
that however great the trial, she impatiently
the veneration for the Reformers of the Anglican Printing Press conferred immortality upon tion of Dr. Croly, seems to us to lend it his ment. Other men condemned to exile and
anticipated a union with the family circle that
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
Church is becoming here and there in some degree Genius. Although the invention of printing unconscious support. After refuting the va captivity, if they survive, despair; the man
BRIEF MEMOIR OF MARY J ANF. NEWMAN. she might apply herself to alleviate and sweet
has
occasioned
much
controversy,
it
seems
to
weakened among ourselves, it may be salutary to keep
rious hypotheses which have been advanced of letters may reckon those days as the sweet
Mary Jane, the subject of this Memoir, en every hour of sorrow. Mary Jane arrived
in our eye such views of that ever memorable ‘third be generally admitted that the first work which to explain the conduct of the great Reformer, est of his life.
was
the eldest daughter of the Rev. W. II. at her parents’ dwelling on the 9th June, apInlfiponilion/ «-• Or.
lien pmhndircl in
issued from a Press was the Bible. We al ciif»h fnr example, as a desire of introducing
pnSOilci ...
Slc.gue, lit) iUOOFL'U
Newman,
recently Rector oi j rinny v-nuren,
lude
to
the
famous
Latin
IJtnic
uiscovercu
m
terly sermon, preached in St. Paul's Cathedral, Lon
a purer mode ot worship, ot asserting the on a Latin essay on the means of terminating Newark, Ohio. She was removed by death weeks previous toiler final sickness, her con
don, and reviewed in the subjoined extract from the the middle of the eighteenth century, in the freedom of individual judgment, or of zeal in
religious disputes, vrtuch occasion so many from her beloved parents, on the morning of stitution appeared renovated. Her gratifica
library of Cardinal Mazarin, and named after
Church of England Review.
the diffusion ofliterature; becomes tothiseon- infecilities in the state, in the church,
in vb« 7th of November 1840, at the interesting tion in tracing the picturesque scenery of the
One of the most eloquent and original ap that celebrated person. Its appearance has clusion—‘ Every solution of the conduct of the familes. When he was carried to Louven- age of 22 years. From the recollections of country; her exquisite delight in contempla
peals to the conscience and heart of a modern been assigned to 1455. Mr. Hallam, in his Reformers must be nugatory, except one, that stein, he resumed his law studies, which her childhood and subsequent conversation ting the ocean; her play ful spirits when walk
congregation was made from the walls of St. Introduction to the Literature of Europe, they were men absorbed by the conviction other employments had interrupted.
He with her, it appears she had early impressions ing by the flowing tide, or gathering the shells
Paul’s Cathedral, in the autumn of the last speaks with honorable enthusiasm of this pre that they were fighting the battle of God.’
gave a portion of his time to moral philoso of the depravity of the human heart, of her lost it deposited at her feet, excited some flatter
year. We allude to the sermon delivered by cious volume:—
A clear, copious, and impartial life of Lu phy, which engaged him to translate the max and sinful condition, and of the only medium ing expectation that her health might be estab
lished, and hope began to anticipate the fu
‘ It is,’ he says, ‘a very striking circum ther—a life which should present not only a ims of the ancient poets, collected hy Stobcnus,
Ur. Croly at the triennial visitation of the
of reconciliation with God, through an inter
Bishop of London. It will be our endeavor stance, that the high-minded inventors of this history of his life but an anatomy of his char and the fragments of Menander and Phile est in the Saviour of sinners. These serious ture and spread its smile over every face.—
to sketch briefly the outline of this remarka great art tried at the very onset so bold a flight acter—would be a most welcome contribution mon.
Every Sunday was devoted to the reflections are ascribed, under the blessing of Alas’, what a proof of the brevity and vanity
ble discourse, filling it up, as we proceed, as the printing an entire Bible, and executed to English Literature. Whitaker said of him, Scriptures, and to his commentaries on the God, to the early seeds sown by maternal in of all sublunary joys. Her parents Were
with a few reflections of our own. The ar it with astonishing success. It was Miner that he was happy in having been honored by New Testament. In the course of the work struction. Mary Jane was constitutionally boasting of to-morrow, and they knew not
gument of Ur. Croly, then, is briefly this :— va leaping on earth in her divine strength and God with the hatred of the wicked. Felix he fell ill; but as soon as he recovered his reserved, and diffident in conversation; she what a day would bring forth. They were
The Judaic and Christian Dispensations ha radiant armor, ready at the moment of her ille, quern Dominus co honorc dignatus est, ut health, he composed his treatise in Dutch rarely spoke in reference to herself, upon the hoping for the bloom of health when disease
ving been revelations of the Divine will to nativity to subdue her enemies. The Maza homines nequissimos suos haheret inimicos. verse, on the truth of the Christian religion. subject of personal religion, but there were was praying on the vitals; they were anticipa
mankind, the Reformation, resembling them rin Bible is printed, some copies on vellum, Nor would the interest of such a work be Sacred and profane authors occupied him al many early indications, that religion had its ting a long life,—and they laid her lovely dust
in the circumstances of its history, is to be some on paper of choice quality, with strong, limited to the scholar. The correspondence ternately. His only mode of refreshing his powerful and sweet attractions to her heart. in the grave. But neither health nor life were
referred to the same sacred agency. The el black, and tolerably handsome characters; but of Luther is a mine of wealth to the biogra mind was to pass from one work to another. A conscientious discharge of her filial duties, the anticipations of Mary. She could not
oquent writer begins by pointing out the pe with some want of uniformity, which has led, pher. Coleridge always dwelt upon it with He sent to Vossius his observations on the her satisfaction and pleasure in devotional ex permit herself to be deceived, for when oc
culiar and distinguishing characteristics of the perhaps unreasonably, to a doubt whether pleasure. Six volumes, he said, of selected Tragedies of Seneca. He wrote several oth ercises, her early wishes to apply her exer casionally cheering her on the prospect of the
three Interpositions. In the emigration of they were cast in a matrix. We may see, in translated selections from Luther’s works, two er works, particularly a little Catechism, in tions to the Sunday school, her patience and future, she would say, thank you, my belov
the family of Jacob into Egypt he sees a Pro imagination, this venerable and splendid vol being from his Icticrn, vruuW tie a (leliglitlul verse, fbr hia rlou^rhter Cornelia; and collect self-possession under a variety of juvenile ed parents, but in a short time you will have to
vidential provision against the hostile aggres ume leading up the crowded millions of its book. The translator, he added, should be ed materials to form his Apology. Add to trials, and her little taste for the pleasures of resign your child. It is all wisely ordered, my
sion of the tribes of Palestine. Nor was this followers, and imploring, as it were, a bless imbued with his Bible, with the English wri these various labors an extensive correspon the world, as they are early saught, were times are in I/is band who is infinitely good
all. The Hebrew mind was being educated ing on the new art by dedicating its first fruits ters from Henry VII. to Edward VI., the dence he held with the learned ; and his letters hopeful indications to her parents, that the and gracious; for if I was spared to follow
under the painful inflictions of the Egyptian to the service of Heaven.’
Scotch divines of the sixteenth century, and were often so many treatises: there is a prin fountain of these pleasant streams was some you to the grave, how could such a frail crea
taskmasters. The laborer in the brick-field
At this stirring period the horizon began to with the old racy German. And in The ted collection amounting to two thousand. what purified by the Grace of God. In hope ture, deprived of your love and care, struggle
was to become the artificer of the temple.— burn with an unexpected lustre, and the star Friend, he declared—‘I can scarcely conceive Grotius had notes ready for every classical ful uniformity of conduct a few years passed with the vicissitudes of life. This lovely
The second interposition was to be preceded of the German Reformation rose over Wittem- a more delightful volume than might be made author of antiquity, whenever they prepared along until childhood merged into youth; dur flower had been unuf rally drooping for a few
by the same preparatory discipline. The burg. Dr. Croly observes, that twenty years from Luther’s letters, especially those that a new edition : an account of his plans and ing which period favorable opportunities were weeks, when her father was suddenly visited
heart was to be reached through the under only intervened between the discovery of were written from the Warteburg, if they his performances might furnish a volumne of embraced to imbue her mind with the truths by typhus fever, and confined to his bed.—
standing. Accordingly the first rays of Chris America and the first preaching of Luther.— were translated in the simple, hearty mother themselves ; yet he never published in haste, of the Gospel, and direct her attention to the Mary was deeply grieved by his situation,
tianity broke upon a world in the golden age The Christian scholar may be pardoned if he tongue of the original.’
and was fond of revising them. We must re beauty and usefulness of an early profession which, at one point of the fever, seemed to
of civilization and refinement. Athens—the lingers for a moment upon the analogy which
collect,
notwithstanding such uninterrupted of Jesu3 Christ in the world. To this parental the physician hopeless. She entreated as
Another characteristic of the three great In
eye of Greece—had sent out her poetry and subsists between these remarkable events.— terpositions, the preacher discovers in the literary avocations, his hours were frequently solicitude she would answer, by a grateful long as her strength lasted, to be indulged
her eloquence over the face of the earth.— Columbus, pursuing his perilous journey over rapid removal of the religion from the coun devoted to the public functions of au ambas look, or eyes suffused with tears, or by a con with administering to his comfort. And af
Philosophy and the arts had walked together. the Atlantic, and led forward by the single try of its birth. Thus Judaism was trans sador :—‘I only reserve for my studies the cise or pointed sentiment. Such as—It is a ter two weeks she returned to her chamber a
From Italy a flood of light had broken upon star of lofty and inspiring hope, may be re planted from Egypt into Palestine; the Chris time which other ministers give to their pleas blessed thing to be a partaker of Religion— prey to the same disease. For a few}days,
the nations of the East. Rome was the me garded as no inapt emblem of that adventur tian Church was transferred from Jerusalem ures, to conversations often useless, and to and a solemn thing to profess it before God whilst her strength lingered in her frame, she
tropolis of the intellectual world :—
ous Reformer who embarked upon a stormier to Constantinople ; and the fire of Protestant visits sometimes unnecessary ; ’ such is the and man. A variety of incidents would show calmly conversed with her sister on the pros
pect of her death, and in concert with her,
‘ The universal peace and the extinction of sea than ever rocked the pillow of the intre ism, kindled upon a German altar, was fan language of the great man! Although he if related; her anxiety not to rest in a nominal
recorded her memoranda; selected the to
pid
sailor.
How
mighty
the
enterprise
of
all political struggle by the accession of the
ned into a beacon-light for the world upon the produced thus abundantly, his confinement prefession. The fear of the world was not
kens of affection for her friends ; arranged
both
!
how
magnificent
the
result
!
A
land
of
was
not
more
than
two
years.
One
may
well
Caesars, turned every active spirit of Rome
hills of Britain. Nor is the third feature of
one of the traits of her character, but sincerity the order of her funeral; described the stone
to the pursuit of intellectual distinction. The beauties opened its flowery vallies to the nav this remarkable parallel If ss striking or less exclaim here, that the mind of Grotius had ne was, and evidently under conflict of mind,
she wished for her tomb and indited the mon
Curiosities of Literature.
schools of the Greek sophists were *40 be igator; but a richer garden of promise blos deeply graven by the finger of the religious Verheen imprisoned.
she once observed: ‘had I not been favored itory verse,—then took possession of her sick
found in every part of the empire ; and false somed before the eyes of the Reformer. A orator. The kingdoms, upon which Judaeism
to be a child nursed under the shadow of the
couch as a prelude to her dissolution, About
and trivial as their systems frequently were new world was to reward the courage of the and Christianity were originally bestowed, RELIGION THE SOURCE OF ELOQUENCE. Cross of Christ, I might have been enabled
three weeks from the time she left her parent’s
their dexterity, keenness, and eloquence were Spaniard; but an old world was to be re-peo crumbled away simultaneously with the ap
I know that when I was at Paris, every more easily to decide, whether what I possess bedside, he was able to sit up, but not able to
pled
by
the
German.
In
each
the
magical
singularly calculated to sharpen the national
proach of the next Interposition :
thing I saw convinced me that, independently is the power of education or the constraining visit his child. This deprivation she endea
mind. It was while this education was in its and idolatrous rite was to be abrogated by a
‘In Judaeism this is one of the most memo of our future happiness and our sublimest en love of the Saviour.’—The reminiscences of vored to alleviate, by sending her sister with
highest ardor that Christianity was given— purer creed—for Protestantism may be sup rable wonders in a history of wonder Ex- joyments in this life, religion is necessary to the years, 1836-7, remind us, that she was
the Bible, requesting that those chapters might
the especial religion of evidence, of argument, posed to pecupy the same relation to Papistry, posed to unexampled vicissitudes, broken, the comforts, the ceremonies, and even to the occasionally the subject of severe indisposi
be selected which dwelt most on the atone
in
its
corruptest
form,
which
Papistry
bore
to
of learned research, and of intellectual free'
captive, all but lost to the human eye, Judah elegancies and lesser pleasures of life. Not tions, and although they were gradually sub ment and mediation of Jesus Christ. And
dom, was given to the human understanding Idolatry, with its grossest abominations. Let still came forward again in the shape of a only I never met with a writer truly eloquent, duing her physical strength, they were a
upon hearing them read, she would emphati
especially awakened, invigorated, and refined.’ us hear Dr. Croly :
kingdom. She saw the mighty empires of who did not, at least, affect to believe in reli preparatory school for the future development cally say, ‘ Precious Saviour, thou art my on
The third Interposition was to be heralded
‘ But the providential stamp of the time ex the Assyrian, Persian and Macedonian suc gion, but I never met with one in whom reli of a pious mind, working out the peaceable ly foundation.’ This method of selecting por
and dignified, according to the luminous view ists even less in this accumulation of vast dis cessively go down, buried in the tempests of gion was not the richest source of eloquence. fruits of righteousness, strengthening her faith tions of the Holy Scriptures for her consola
of Dr. Croly, by an apparatus of Divine Pow coveries, each a magnificent portal into a sep human cassualty. But Judah still rose to the Cicero, sceptical as he is in his philosophical in the Physician of souls—progressively but tion was continued until her father was able
er scarcely less august and magnificent. From arate empire of nature, than in their combina surface, left her imperial oppressors sunk in writings, in his orations always (except once effectually subduing her fears, unto the obe to visit her. An absence of three weeks from
the sixth to the fourteenth century, a cloud tion with events. In the midst of this period depths from which they were never more to or twice, where it was his interest to shake dience of Christ, and rendering the duty of each other in the same house, caused by mu
had overcast the sky of learning. The over Constantinople fell! and a catastrophe which rise, and floated along for a period more than the established faith of his country) appears professing his name before the world a delight. tual affliction, gave an interest to the meeting
throw : of the western empire of Rome, and seemed to have crumbled the ramparts of Eu was ever permitted before or since to earthly to be a firm believer. He repeatedly invokes At this time she resolved to devote her spared better felt than described. On approaching
of classical literature were simultaneous. The rope before barbarism, and stooped Christen sovereignty. This, too, had been the language those “Dii immortales” who he knew did life to God by becoming a communicant with her bed, the dear sufferer extended her arms
pillars of the civil economy and of the tem dom to the Turk, was made the. primary source of prophecy, and the language directed to the not exist, and is never perhaps so eloquent as the Church under her father’s pastoral care. to fold her parent to her heart, exclaiming,
ple of the Muses were bowed by the same of European civilization. By the fall of the special part of a succeeding revelation. ‘ The where he adopts even all the absurdities of And with the humility of a penitent sinner, ‘ my beloved father, do I see you once more?’
blind fury of barbarian ignorance. The last Greek empire, its learning and the old stimu sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a paganism: where, for instance, in his plead with faith looking unto Jesus, and with the ‘Sit down near me,’ she observed, ‘ you have
light of Grecian song was extinguished in the lant of the human understanding was sudden lawgiver from beneath his feet, until Shiloh ing for Milo, he attests the sacred hills and spirit of a little child who had entered the
cell of Boethius. This latest of the old phi ly spread anew through the West. Then fol- come.’ The limit was reached at last. The groves of Albania, its subverted altars and the Kingdom of Heaven, she became a candidate
• The complaint wai artelis, developed by an inlosophers, in whose works the music of the ) lowed the passage to India, which had baffled great Missionary, the ‘Giver of Peace,’ the great Jupiter Latiaris, that they were roused for confirmation. This recurs to the writer’s flamatorv type.

the western episcopal observer.
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been near death. God in mercy has spared sisters so happy at home that it was difficult ing committee. A certain salary has been promised, disgracefully dismissed from the functions of the one hand up for liberty while w'ith the other it binds aptations, and wisdom, and strength to save us
the fetters of spiritual bondage ; and in so doing, it With such a power in our midst, we have iall
you. He is going to take the chiid. He to prevail upon them to leave her for other so perhaps too hastily and without sufficient calcula primacy and ordered to withdraw from Canterbury
will counteract in a great measure its own political faith in the political institutions and prospects
the
Episcopal
authority
being,
in
the
mean
time
dis

knows which life is the most valuable; there ciety. Her motto was, ‘ Let us make every tion; reliance has been had in the integrity of the
our country. Glorious results, we doubt not
is cause for thankfulness.’ ‘ If you are able, one as happy as we can.’ This pleasing trait engagement; the unsuspecting pastor comes, glow charged by a commission of five prelates. He was tendencies.
We confess that we do not fear that Romanism here to he achieved by a free people guided’ and
however,
soon
restored
to
the
free
exercise
of
his
ing
with
generous
zeal
for
his
Master
’
s
cause;
debts
select me some portions of the Gospel from is confirmed by one whose knowledge of manwill ever be sufficiently strong in this country to re elevated by a free Christianity—resuits frau
which I can dwell on the precious sacrifice I| kind and piety render him worthy of confi- are contracted on the faith of his promised salary: prerogatives. But neither the menaces of his pow
sume her ancient offensive armor. For maugre all w'ith wonder and blessings to the world
erful
enemies
at
court,
nor
any
other
consideration
delay
of
payment
follow
’
s,
or
perhaps
only
partial
of Christ.’ When we were about to unite in j dence—and who has proved a Christian friend
her displays of cathedrals, colleges, &c., with money American citizens ponder upon the^e thi
prayer, she meekly made the following request: I as well in adversity as in prosperity. In a payment; the pastor feels that his good name‘nnd could for a moment induce him to swerve from a which she obtained abroad, her numerical force is Providence has cast their lot in a Ranulli
conscientious discharge of duty, or induce him to
veracity
may
be
questioned
by
the
merchants
with
‘ Please not to make my recovery the subject of letter fraught with Christian consolation, he
relax his zealous efforts to preserve the rights of the small. Noiseless secessions from her communion There is nothing to hinder their doing all the
your petitions, the Lord will order this if desi thus writes in behalf of himself and amiable whom he deals; he fears the effect on his character, subject and the liberty of conscience. He died at are annually taking place, notwithstanding the loud which their ‘hand findeth to do.’ A Bib!
and more does he fear the influence of these things
rable ; but pray that my faith may be perfected lady: ‘We have too often expressed to you
Christianity will work out the salvation of thi
upon the cause he advocates. His mind, unused to Croydon in 1633, and w'as intered in the Church of trumpet which is sounded over her occasional prose
in Christ, that I may be found in Him, and that how completely she (Mary Jane) had entwin
people, if we are only faithful to our high trust.’
the rough matters of the w’orld, is oppressed, his the Holy Trinity at his native place, Guilford, lytisms. And if accurate statistics could be had for
I may calmly pass through the valley of death.’ ed herself around our hearts to repeat it now. confidence in those he serves is weakened, and what where a monument erected by his brother Maurice the last fifty years, we believe it would be seen that
Dit. Clark’s admirable and useful work, t
At a subsequent meeting she observed—‘ do And since the receipt of your letter it has is worse, his attachments to them in spite of all his marks the spot of his repose.
her losses have been more than double her gains.Walk About Zion, has recently passed into a 4t
you not perceive I am dying hourly?’—‘but un been a sad pleasure to us to recount to each efforts to the contrary, are cooled. Under such cir
Doubtless
her
religious
system
is
imminently
dan

‘Guilford abounds in reminiscences of this
derneath are the everlasting arms.’ ‘That is other all the good qualities she showed during cuinstances, how can he give that unction to his ser prelate. Opposite the church is Trinity Hospi gerous and ought to be diligently counteracted. And edition. It is embellished by an engraving from de
my hope.’ The parental character of God in her stay with us. Her gentleness—her pa mons and all his duties, which is so essential to the tal, founded by him in the year 1619. He set considering the preciousness of souls we cannot signs by the Rev. J. Morton. It is published b
Christ, was commented upon, and the compla tience—her forgiving temper—her love and success of his ministry ! The records of many a tled lands upon it. to the annual value of 300/.; watch too earnestly nor can we guard too carefully Marshall & Co., Philadelphia. We should be ma
cency he took in his children. ‘ Now’ she ob kindness to all around her—and above all, her pastor could attest these things. And what have we a third of which sum was to be employed in against her occasional spiritual encroachments. But happy to welcome hundreds of copies of it to o
western field.
served, ‘ I see ! I see ! God is a reconciled fath possession of that charity that thinketh no here, but the evils incident to the operation, in one setting the poor to work, and the other tw'o we must repeat our doubts of the expediency of uni
ted
systematic
assault
upon
Romanism
as
a
great
po

er to those who believe in Jesus; hut if it were evil. All these were displayed in a thousand department, of the voluntary principle?
portions to he appropriated, to the maintenances
The venerable Presiding Bishop, we regret
possible one could have more of his parental ways. And can you wonder that she gained
Were it not for the peculiar elasticity in the char of a master, twelve poor brethren and eight litical danger. We are disposed to leave her politi
learn, has on account of illness, been obliged to sua
cal
character
to
the
current
of
events.
tenderness than another, it would be his child our affections V It is scarcely right to close acter of our countrymen, and above all were it not poor sisters, to wear blue coats and gown, and
pend his official appointments in the Eastern Dio
in the valley of death-’ ‘ The Eternal God is this brief memoir and not reflect on the sublu for the personal kindness of a few beloved friends, have an allowance of two shillings and sixpence
cese.
BIBLE FOR THE BLIND.
a
week.
The
hospital
is
of
a
quadrangular
form
whom
God
touches
w
’
ith
Christian
sympathy
for
the
my refuge.’ After the typhus had reached nary nature of our earthly joys and the im
The
Lords
of
her
Majesty
’
s
Treasury
have
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its crisis and subsided, the symptoms were mutability of divine truth, painfully and de crushed and wounded pastor, and who are to him, w ith a noble tower-gate, crowned with four tur
cently awarded the sum of £400 toward printing a REV. Z. MEADE, LATE EDITOR OF THE SOUTHER;,
so flattering that the physician thought Mary lightfully illustrated in the life and death of what ‘Joanna the w’ife of Herod’s steward, Susanna, rets at the entrance. The chapel attached is
CHURCHMAN.
Bible fur the Blind.
spacious
and
lofty,ornamented
with
two
beautiful
might recover. This being suggested to her, Mary Jane. She was a flower in the church, and others’ were to his Heavenly Master; and still
Since
the
last
number
of the tenth vol. of our ,
This
noble
work
is
probably
before
this
time
com

She observed, ‘ how little they know my suffer in the family and in society. But she has fa more, were it not for the supporting grace of God, Gothic windows of stained glass, representing pleted and is doubtless already pouring the sun per was issued, we have received the melancholly
scriptural subjects. It has been said erroneous
and
a
frequent
reference
to
the
hardships
of
one
w
’
lio
ings—I have no cessation of this burning pain;’ ded away. She was a sinner and came under
ly, that the Archbishop erected this hospital as light of truth on the mental vision of hundreds, who intelligence of the death of the editor of one of out
placing her hand upon her heart, ‘ do not, my the sinner’s sentence,—‘ dust thou art and un had not where to lay his head, and often gavaj^rest an atonement for the involuntary homicide which will learn at the feet of the Great Teacher, hence most valued exchanges, the Southern Churchman
in Gethsemane, and on the slope of Olivet, the pas
dear parents, flatter yourselves that I shall re to dust thou shalt return.’ She was a believer
tor would be disposed to use the prayer of Elijah, he committed while hunting, and which proved forth to walk in the light, as children of light and Mr. Mead was a sincere and genuine man—a goo
cover, I feel that in a few days you will look in Jesus. She was planted in his regenerated when he said ‘it is enough; now, O Lord, take a source of great sorrow and discomfort to him of the day.
man, and we loved him well. He entered upon th
upon my clay-cold corpse.’ The equanimity family.—‘ Blessed are they that have part in away my life, for I am not better than my fathers.’ during the rest of his life. The accident happen The edition was to be published at Glasgow, in Christian life early and earnestly. He was graduate
bacheloi of arts at Yale College, at the Commence,
of her faith was undisturbed, and the peace of the first resurrection.’ The word of our God
•*
ed in 1621, two years after the foundation of the 15 vols. Super Royal 4to.
ment of 1835, and proceeded to the master’s degr
hospital. Bening invited by LordZouch to hunt
God was without a cloud. She often observed, is the consolation of survivors—‘ He will raise
THE VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLE.
in the Autumn of 1838. He was ordained Deacon bj
in Bramshill Park, he took up a cross-bow to
THE DUTIES OF AMERICAN CITIZENS.
‘ I have no fear of dying-—that sting is taken us up at the last day.’ Nor can the thought be
We are in this country, so to speak, shut up unto make a shot at a buck; but unfortunately hit the An Address by Rev. B. P. Aydelott, D. D., Presi Bishop Meade in 1839, after a full and thorough
away—the blood ofJesus Christ’s lovely cross, repressed, that for this monument of divine
dent of Woodward College, Cincinnati. A Pugh course of theolgical reading at New Haven and Alex-'
there’s my salvation.’ ‘ ‘ The blood of Jesus grace, the nearest or the remotest member of the faith of the voluntary principle, in ecclesiastical keeper, who had run in among the herd of deer
andria, and Priest by Bishop More, in 1832. Mr.
Cincinnati, pp. 16.
Christ cleanseth us from all sin.’ ’ To do the Saviour’s church will ascribe ‘ praise and matters, as we are unto the faith of democracy, in to bring them up to a fairer mark. The arrow
civil government. Let us not, therefore, in what we pierced the left arm; and dividing the large ax
Mead’s first pastoral charge was in Albemarle cou
This
Address
was
delivered
before
the
Western
justice to her living and dying experience, honor and glory to our God and to the Lamb, have said in our leading editorial to-day, be under
would be a subject for a moderate volume. So forever.’ Her young friends cannot be forgot stood as expressing utter disrespect to this principle. illary vessels, caused almost instantaneous death. Literary Institute ana College of Teachers at its an ty Virginia, from whence he subsequently remov
The Archbishop was in the deepest affliction; the
near to heaven appeared the chamber of the ten by survivors. Change of place had not It is rather the evils every where, more or less inci event caused quite a commotion in the Church; nual meeting in 1839, and before the alumni of South to Boston as Rector of Grace church. His affection
ate and faithful ministry in connexion with the par
Christian, that parents, sisters and friends min changed Mary’s esteem. She spoke of them dent to its free operation, and especially in a new for by the canon law he was tainted, and render HanoverjCollege, Indiana, at the Commencement in ish of Grace church, resulted in the erection of
1840.
It
has
been
published
at
the
request
of
both
gled tears of joy and sorrow, often retiring from and prayed for them. She who had been and missionary region, to which we wish to call the ed incapable of performing any sacred func
present noble edifice of that parish, and the gath
the patient sufferer instructed, reproved, com pleasant to them in life, affectionately remem attention of our readers, and against which, we tion; and by the common law his personal bodies. It is a clear and forcible exposition of a ering of a congregation of great zeal and efficrency.
subject of pregnant interest to every citizen of this
forted, blest. A scene was now approaching bered them on a dying bed. And in her dear would with all earnestness beg them to be on their estate was forfeited to the King. * * The country,—viz: his duties as a citizen—as an American
In February 1835, he was married to Mrs. M. C.l
—one ‘ which the angels desire to look into’— native land, where her infant eyes first beheld guard. In adverting to this principle again, it may doctors of ecclesiastical law were consulted up citizen.
Otis, step daughter of George Alexander Otis of
the triumphs of a redeemed child through the the light of heaven, and the blossoms of child be well just to give our exposition of what we take on the course to be adopted; and after some de
‘Among the people of no other country,’ says the Boston, and grand daughter of Major General
blood of the Lamb. And it became evident hood were seen and loved, some relatives and it to be: Enlightened civil liberty is not the lib lay, it w’as finally agreed that the King should author, ‘can the question of duty be so important of the U. S. Army. After his resignation of thej
Mary was at the portal of the dark valley. She friends yet spared, will bedew this memorial erty of doing what one pleases, independent of the grant him a full pardon from the homicide, under as it is to the citizens of these United States. In rectorship of Grace church (if we remember right, in
first took an affectionate farewell of one sister with tears of affection. The writer has tres statute book. Acting on the voluntary principle in the broad seal, and restore him to all his eccle other lands the government is in the hands of a few 1836,) Mr. Meade officiated for a season in St. Ste-i
nearest her own age; she mentioned with warm passed upon the patience of the reader from ecclesiastical matters, is not acting independently of siastical authority. A commission of eight —here the people are both governors and governed plien’s, New York, during the absence of the thenj
est love her absent brothers, and commended the best of motives ; to illustrate the grace the statute book of Christianity and of the church, but bishops, instituted for the purpose, at the same Subjects have nothing to do but obey, their duty is rector, the Rev. Wm. Jackson, and on the 3d of
them to God ; and sent to her youngest sister, of God bestowed upon a sinful imperfect crea the rendering a cheerful and hearty obedience in time granted him a dispensation in full form. prescribed, and, if need be, enforced. But with us Nov. 1837, he became the editor of the Southern
who was too weak to see her, her last blessing. ture—and if intellectual character was united all things, to the paramount law of duty therein The Archbishop retired to his native Guilford laws are simply an expression of the will of the Churchman, which, until this late illness, he con
written down. The price of the voluntary principle, during the progress of these debates, and passed people. And so jealous too are we ofany thing like ducted with great discretion and sound ability.
She had often embraced her parents, thinking to sweetness of disposition—cheerfulness dis
his time in prayer and fasting. He instituted
as Burk said of liberty, is eternal vigilance.
That he has borne himself meekly and well, that]
restraint upon that will, and so prone to suspect
each would be the last—always saying, ‘ pre ciplined by piety, and filial love adorned by
a monthly fast in memory of the accident, which
he
was always of a loving and lovely spirit, that he I
that
even
lawful
authority
may
encroach
upon
our
cious Jesus, a few more waves and thou wilt godliness, it is ascribed to the unmerited good
he religiously observed during the remainder of his
‘OF BEING PROUD BY BEING COMMENDED.
liberty, that mere government never can be strong contended earnestly and ably for the faith, that he]
wash me in the river of death.’ As the aw ness and mercy of God. It was the love of
life, and settled an annuity of 20/. upon the wid
‘As the fining pot for silver and as the furnace for gold, so is a man to his
enough among us, to protect fully ourrights. Hence was a sound and well-learned divine and Christian
ful crisis approached, with the exception of a Christ produced the character. How much praise.’
ow’ of the deceased.’
there is no people under the sun, who would be so scholar, we find it in our hearts sincerely to
‘He,’ says, Owen Fvllham in his quaint old way,
few minutes delirium, she retained her equa she adorned the family and contributed to its
miserable were moral influence in a great measure testify,—and we are permjnitted to rejoice moreover,
nimity of mind and reason, remarking what a happiness, is appreciated since the blessing ‘deserves not commendation, that for being com
ROMANISM AND GEN. GREEN.
withdrawn from them, as we should be. The strong that since it was the will of the Master to call him
beautiful sun there was. She requested the took its flight. As such her words are remem mended, grows proud. Every good thing,’ he adds,
The Baltimore Pilot, edited by Gen. Duff Green, arm of civil authority might, under such circum from his earthly toils and trials to his high reward,
‘
that
a
good
man
speaks
of
me,
shall
like
the
blast
window curtain to be removed, and said ‘ love bered—her sentiments dear—her example
has opened a regular cannonade against Romanism.
he was enabled by the power of Divine Grace, to fin
of a trumpet in warre, incite and encourage me to a It commenced with strictures on a political letter of stances, support others for a time, in tolerable ish his course with joy.
ly, beautiful,’—before to-morrow night my cherished—her piety sacred to the heart.
peace
and
comfort;
but
we
must
at
once
fall
into
closer pursuit of more noble virtue: not like Beuce- Bishop England, of South Carolina, in which he
sun will go down.’ She sunk under the scep Wakefield, R. I.
W. H. N.
We record our heart felt sympathy with the afflict
anarchy and utter wretchedness.’
phalus trappings, blow me up in a higher conceit of avowed his preference for the present administration.
tre of death within a few hours without a strug
ed ones whom he so tenderly and truly loved, and
‘
With
us,
then,
’
he
continues,
‘
it
behoves
the
overprizing my weaknesse: So while some speake In a subsequent letter of the Bishop to a committee
gle or a sigh, leaving her last audible whisper
who are by this event so deeply and truly bereaved.
well, let my deeds exceed their I ongue. I had rather which had invited him to meet the Vice President of whole mass of the people, to make up by a high in
for the consolation of her parents, ‘ Precious
dividual
and
social
morality
lor
the
necessary
weak
men should see more than they expect, than looke the U. S. at Detroit, he expressed the opinion that
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Jesus.’ Onmonday, the 9th November, her THE PULPIT. THE PEN, ANU THE PRESS.
ness of the government. Or rather the people them
for more than they shall finde.’
the present administration ‘ had acted for the benefit selves are the more important part of the govern
TAghton' is in hand, but unavoidably crowded
remains were conveyed to the church and from
SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1841.
This old writer speaks with the humility of a cot- of the Union, and did not deserve the vituperation
ment: they wield nearly all that moral power on out. He will appear next week. The strong good
thence to the grave. The bereaving dispensatnrro eaint. nnd the wisdom of n rhriolian estrra 1
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Francis Vinton, Newport, from the latter clause
of the 21st verse of the 1st chap, of Pillippians, ‘ To die is gain.’
For the sake of many dear friends, much
more that is instructive and interesting might
have been written, and many amiable charac
teristics rendered more prominent. But en
thusiasm has not guided the hand of love; and
if so, it would be pardonable, when recollected
that Mary Jane was no longer a child, but the
delightful companion—the lovely example—
the Christian friend. As such, a few remarks
relating to the qualities of her mind and her ac
quirements, not interwoven with the Memoir,
may be proper. Her prominent trait of char
acter might be considered decision, with a great
power of perception, and a most happy de
gree of patience. And after she had put away
childish things, these qualities were carried out
in her mental and domestic pursuits. Having
a well balanced mind, she had much less ardor
than application ; and her most fascinating
pursuits were reduced to a system. Music,
reading, and the duties of the day, had their
allotted time. She would playfully say, ‘pro
crastination is not in my vocabulary'—a.Y\d her
gentle warning voice to her sisters is still sweet
—‘ Never defer until to-morrow what it is
your duty to do to-day.’ She was naturally of
a very lively disposition, over which she often
threw a partial restraint, except with her own
family and intimate friends. Her daily friends
were few and select. She was a favorite with
her young companions ; they sought and cher
ished her acquaintance as conducive to their
happiness, and from motives of sympathy to
one whom affliction had secluded from the
world. Her Christian friends would kindly
invite a circle of young friends as an object to
insure her company, and in such select parties
at her own domicil, she was the centre of at
traction, and the dispenser of pleasure in the
recreations of her juvenile associates. The
enjoyments of wordly visits, as worldly, she
felt to be artificial. And she has been known
to return dissatisfied with herself, observing,
‘ What have I gained—I am afraid it is a dissi
pation of body and mind. I prize my own
dear family circle—our evenings of reading
and music and love, that sweetens the whole.’
Her retired habits gave few opportunities of
developing her talents and even from her pa
rents her modesty caused her to secrete most
of her mental productions. Her attainments
enabled her to please and gratify her friends.
In music she excelled, and was so far a profi
cient that amateurs considered her taste and
execution rarely surpassed. And some airs of
her own composition, set to her own poetry,
evince she was capable of excelling in that
science. Bv accident it was discovered that
she had propitiously courted the muses, and by
entreaty a few specimens were submitted to
her friends, which were pronounced far beyond
mediocrity. Previous to her decease a small
manuscript volume was committed to her mo
ther’s care and a larger one entrusted to her
sister, to be destroyed. Her thirst after knowl
edge was great, and she had already named
severcl standard works for the winter’a reading.
Her sweetness of disposition rendered her I

CLERICAL SUPPORT.

‘The laborer is worthy of his hire.’

There are many now watchingwith no little anxi
ety the operation in the United Statea, of -what is
called the principle of voluntary support of the
clergy. The Christian Observer, an old and well
known monthly paper published in England, quotes
the statements of our Bishops, as made in their ad
dresses to their respective conventions, showing the
embarrassment of our clergy, and in some instances
their absolute suflering, and infers the probability
that the principle alluded to, will not answer. Ma
ny will, no doubt, sneer at these apprehensions, and
all that class of readers who view it as heresy, not
to chime in with public opinion, and what is cal
led the spirit of the age, will unite with them. It
will be said the matter is settled : look at our flour
ishing churches, see the lengthening cords and
strengthening slakes of our Zion: hear the Mace
donian cry for help, from diocese to diocese, and
count our roll of candidates for the sacred ministry.
We obs'erve all these, and bless God, that our Zion
has been lifted from the dust, in a measure; that
new churches have been erected and more students
enrolled for the sacred office ; but these things do
not satisfy us with the vaunted omnipotence of the
principle alluded to, or wholly remove our avproko.
sions of the growth of lamentable indifference to the
proper maintenance of the clergy, especially in our
country towns and villages. Reader, sutler us to
lead you behind the screen ! It is an easier matter
to collect a meeting of the friends of the church in
some newly organized parish, and by the excite
ment of the occasion, open a good subscription for
a church edefice, and by dint of solicitation at
home and abroad, together with the delay of
payment for materials and work until creditors be
come restive and either sue or threaten suit against
the vestry to put up a house for worship, than to sup
port the clergyman who may be called, and clear
his way of the hard thoughts produced by either the
manner in which the church was built, or the diffi
culties of paying for it. In almost all such instan
ces, the rector in charge, who toiled through the
trials of erecting the church, and raising means for
its debts, is obliged, soon after entering his new
pulpit, to resign his congregation. The truth must
be told ; the people have given, as they supposed,
so liberally to the building, that they think they may
now plead for exemption from further calls. The
consequence is, that the laboring rector, at the very
time when he feels most anxiously desirous to give
himself wholly to his work, and to improve to the
utmost the new facilities for duty which he now
possesses, is exposed to so much embarrassent in his
temporal maintenance, that he is obliged to turn from
his books, and struggle at ‘hand grips’ with daily
want. He may venture to remind his people of his
efforts for ihem, and the burning desire of his soul to
be enabled to give his whole energy to the cause of
his master; he may tell them of the loss to the
church, as well as the discomfort to himself and fam
ily, of the pecuniary trials he encounters ; but he is
referred to his new building,—just as if brick and
mortar, and a neat church, could feed and clothe
himself and children; or to past contributions; or to
the hardness of the times; or he is fed with promis
es for futurity, and in some instances told plainly,
that it is salutary for the clergy to be left occasion
ally to sutler; that it keeps them humble, and helps
them to sympathize with others. IIow’ far all this
is just and honest in the sight of God, few think of
asking; for in nine out of ten cases, the sufferings of
the clergy arise in no small degree from a palpable
breach of contract on the part of the vestry or act-

‘BUT ONE BOOK—AND THAT THE BEST.

known that the poet Collins, whose
Ode on the Passions alone would have immortalized
his name, and whose monument in Chichester Cath
edral from the chizel of Flaxman, is no less entitled
to the immortality of true genius, spent the lucid in
tervals of the closing period of his life in the devout
and childlike study of the New Testament. When
Dr. Johnson visited him at Islington (after his re
turn from the continent, whither he carried no other
book as the companion of his travels) he found him
occupied in this sublime employment. From cu
riosity to see what companion a retired man ofletters
was so reverently cherishing, he took the poet’s plain
copy of the English Testament into his hands:
have' said Collins, as he took it, ‘UiZ one booh—and
that is the best..' Collins died in 1759.
On the monument alluded to in Chichester Catlie
dral, the poet is represented as seeking refuge from
the disappointments of the world, in the divine sup
ports of the Gospel—his lyre lying, with One of his
early poems, neglected on the ground. Above are
the figures of Love and Piety embracing each other,
The epitaph—a truthful and beautiful tribute to his
genius and piety, from the pen of Hayley—closes
with the following lines:
‘He joined pure faith to high poetic powers,
And in reviving reason’s lucid hours,
Sought on one booh his troubled mind to rest,
And rightly deemed the book of God the best.’
It ia well

with which it had been assailed.’ Various r»nl».
and lejoinuers nave iaKen place between the Charles
ton Catholic Miscellany, of which ths Bishop is an
editor, and the Pilot. The Whig Central Commit
tee of Maryland have repudiated Gen. Green for ta
king this stand,—and he has issued an address avow
ing his purpose to continue his efforts to expose the
dangerous political tendency of Romanism. He dis
claims any intention of discussing their religious te
nets, except so far as they bear upon civil govern
ment.
That the polity and spirit of Romanism are ad
verse to freeinsitutions, we have no doubt. For the
Romish Church reprobates in the strongest terms,
the right of private jugdment, which we hold to be a
fundamental principle, not only of Protestantism but
of republicanism. Her government is essentially des
potic, and her spirit, whenever she has had the pow
er to manifest it in practice, has been decidedly in
tolerant. The truth of these positions is shown by
quotations given in the Pilot from the Encyclical
letter of Pope Gregory, XVI. of the 15th of August,
1S32, such as the following :

...... ..
woe most largely depends. Ru
lers the wisest and most upright, could not possibly
benefit us, if we become ignorant and corrupt: but
so long as we are intelligent and virtuous, even the
worst rulers (were it possible for such a people to have
such rulers,)—could not greatly injure us.’—‘It
must always remain true, that if our government
ever be destroyed, it will be self-destroyed: and if
we continue to be well governed, it must be because
wisely self-governed.’
The enquiry, what duties arc, at present, incumbent
upon American citizens, is answered under the follow
ing leading topics of the address.

sense ana piety ot Ins papers make ‘Leighton’ always
welcome to our columns.
‘ The Christmas Hymns’ of ‘ C.' reached us too late
for insertion this week. They are melodies of a
sweet-toned lyre. Let it be ever consecrated, we
counsel thee, gifted one, (whoever thou art,) to the
divine minstrc-lsy of truth.
*„* We invite the choicest pens, and the best strength
oj the West to our columns. We icill win for them
fit audience.’—These noble cities—queenly bothwill not, we trust, be chary of us, or tardy in the
liberal aid they mean to give both the columns of our
paper, and the enterprize of our Publisher.

1. We ought to make ourselves well acquainted
* We regret to learn that in distributing the
with those great principles which lie at the founda
tion of our free institutions, and cherish a strong copies of our 1st number, the Cincinnati carrier
failed to leave the paper with some lew of the city
attachment to those principles.
2. It is peculiarly incumbent upon us to uphold subscribers. As he is perfectly acquainted with the
the constituted authorities of our country, and localities of Cincinnati, and known to be both dili
firmly to oppose every lawless spirit and movement. gent and faithful, our subscribers may in general,
3. Il is our special duty, as citizens of this rely upon being served with great punctuality and
country to promote the great cause of Christian fidelity. Our publisher will furnish any with copies
of the 1st number whose resid ences have been inad
Education.
“From that polluted fountain of indifference
4. To dwell upon the duty of American citi vertently passed by the carrier—on being informed
flows that absurd and erroneous doctrine, or ra zens, as such, to labor for the diffusion of a Bible at the office of such omission.
ving,in favor and in defence, of liberty of con Christianity through all parts of the Republic.
science, for which most pestilential error, ihe
These several heads are well reasoned, and the ECCLESIASTICAL SfATISTICS & INTELLIGENCE.
course is opened by that entire and wild liberty
main
argument strongly put and eloquently enforced.
of opinion which is every where attempting the
SUB-EDITORIAL.
At the hazard of too much extending what we in
overthrow of religious anA civil institutions, and
In this sub-editoria! head of our paper, we design
tended only as a passing notice (reserving extracts
which the unblushing impudence of some have
to give great prominence to statistical and other
to a future occasion) we take leave to quote the fol
held forth as an advantage of religion.”
matter connected with the state and progress of the
lowing
paragraphs
from
the
concluding
pages
of
the
And again, he says:
western dioceses and missions of the Episcopal
address.
“From hence arise these revolutions in the
church. In general the matter under this head will
‘
The
moral
power
of
a
Bible
Christianity
is
ARCH BISHOP ABBOT.
minds of men—hence this aggravated corruption
not be found to be less editorial—at least so far asespecially important to our country at the
The following passage from Mackay's Thames, of youth—hence this contempt among the people,
the pen is concerned, than that, which immediate
corrects a common error in regard to the motive of of sacred things, and of the most holy institutions piesent time, because it is a period of extraordi ly precedes it in our columns. We shall however,,
nary
excitement.
Great
elementary
questions,
the good Arch Bishop Abbot in founding Trinity and laws—hence, in one word, that pest, of all
draw our statistics with great freedom from every
deeply affecting the interest of all classes, are now
Hospital. We take leave to preface it with such no others most to be dreaded in a state, unbridled
accessible source, and shall be able, as in our paper
under discussion, Perilous agitations, political,
tices as occur to us of the life of this Primate. He liberty of opinion—licentiousness of speech, and
of to-day, (diocese of Kentucky) to give our western,
social,
and
religious,
are
the
natural
consequen

and eastern readers fresh and early intelligence from
was born at Guilford,of rather obscure parentage, in a lust of novelty, which, according to the expe
ces. Nothing but the enlightenning, tranquil1552, and received the rudiments of his education at rience of all ages, portend the downfall of the most izing, and invigorating influence of a Bible correspondence established and in progress of ar
rangement, throughout all the western dioceses and
the Grammar school of his native town. He after flourishing empires.”
Here it is seen with what bitterness the Pope Christianity, can carry us safely through the missions. Our western readers may also with en
wards became a member and fellow of Baliol College,
storm to ‘the heaven where we would be.’
tire confidence rely upon our giving them, after a
Oxford: where he soon distinguished himself both denounces the liberty of conscience, the liberty
Our situation, as a people, is indeed full of
of
opinions,
and
the
freedom
of
speech,
as
dan

as a scholar and preacher. He was chosen Master
difficulty and danger: the hearts of too many are few weeks, through correspondents on the spot, in
of University College, in 1599,and installed Dean of gerous to the State, and to Empires. Again, he beginning to. ‘fail them for fear, and for looking telligence of all important church matters transpir
Winchester,andafter serving three times with eminent says:
after those things which are coming on the earth.’ ing in the dioceses east of the mountains.
Hither tends that worst and never to be
If it be asked why we give western dioceses and’
dignity and acceptance, in the office of Vice-Chan
No human wisdom, no arm of man is sufficient
cellor, was conseciated in 1609, Bishop of Litchfield sufficiently execrated and detested liberty of the for us. But the enlightened patriot fixing his missions such relative prominence, we answer in a
and Coventry. When the translation of the Bible press, for the diffusion of all manner of writings, eye upon the conservative influence of a Bible word; not that they are more important, but that the
was begun in 1664 by order of King James, Abbot, which some so boldly contend for and so actively Christianity, can cherish bright hopes for the west is our field, and that these dioceses and mis
sions are in our view, of sufficient importance to
then at Oxford, was one of the eight to whom the promote. We shudder, venerable brethren, at the Republic.
work was confided, and the second of the Oxford di sight of monstrous doctrines, or rather protentous
Would that this subject were more deeply claim from us a very diligent and zealous advocacy.
vines, who were charged with the translation of the errors, which crowd upon us in the shape of num reflected upon by every American citizen! Do With the blessing of the divine Head of the church,
berless volumes and pamphlets, samll in size, but
New Testament excepting the Epistles.
not all tilings about us, when viewed in the light and with all heartiness and fidelity, we hope to ren
big
with sins, which stalk forth in every direction,
In the negotiations for establishing and cement
of the Bible, give overwhelming evidence that der this service. The prompt and earnest aid of all
breathing a malediction, which we deplore, over
ing a union between the Churches of England and
our country is to be the scene of the grandest our brethren, clerical and lay, throughout the west,
the face of the earth.”
Scotland, the moderation, eloquence and address of
developments of providence? Here the mind we most cordially invite, and shall most gratefully
Although occasional expositions of the political and the energies of man are free as they never acknowledge. It will of course be understood that
this prelate were very conspicuous.
After a translation from the see of Litchfield and tendencies of Romanism may not be unwise, we before, and there is. every thing to arouse them our space will, each week, admit but parts of the
Coventry to that of London, he was, on the death doubt the expediency of a general combined assault. to intense action. If left to mere natural influ entire western field.
of Bancroft, raised to the Primacy; and in this Roman Catholics are a small minority compared with ences, we must soon grow up to a Sodom’s
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
eminent situation exhibited his characteristic meek the entire protestant community of this country.— height, and call down a Sodom’s doom. Our
ness and gentleness, and the fearlessness and Divided as they now are, they mingle indiscriminate liberty is our most awful earthly privilege; it
Jlentucftj.
and decision which became his responsible office. ly in political parties. To assail them, might he to may be full of richest blessings, or it must ’be SPECIAL CONVENTION AT SHELBYVILLE,—SHELBY COL
LEGE AND THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF KEN
He refused his official sanction to the royal mandate make them what they are not now—a solid body or our direst curse. No political power or political
TUCKY.
permitting sports and pastimes on the Lord’s day, phalanx with one identical political interest. This management, however wise and patriotic, can save
and forbade it being publicly read at Croydon where would be to make them really dangerous by giving us. Not even Christianity, as embarrassed and
The special convention, notice of which appeared
them the balance of power. And no doubt political enfeebled in the establishments of the old world in our last, was held at Shelbyville, on the 29th ult,,
he then was.
He staunchly opposed James’ project of a divorce partizans and aspirants would he tempted to court could meet our case. • Samson cannot be hound to take into consideration the overture of the Board
between lady Francis Howard and the earl of Essex, them by undue concessions. Romanism cannot live with green withes. We need a Christianity— of Trustees of Shelby College. An intelligent and
nnd refused to license a sermon of Dr. Sibthorp, under a popular government such as ours, without not the paralyzed and polluted thing of state policy judicious correspondent of another Diocese, lias giv
but Clirtianity as it came down from heaven. en us„ account of ihe proceedings ofthe conven
which justified, by unconstitutional means, the rais modifying its boasted immutabilities, and inculcating
___
___its-___
—-___ free, vigorous, enterprising.—the Christianity tion, -under date ofdhe 31st Dec. His communica
with
ecclesiastical
ing of a loan for the exigencies of government. In political principles inconsistent
consequence of this adherence to principle, he was character. To avoid popular suspicion, it must keep °C the Bible. This only has resources, and ad- tion we have been obliged to abridge.

£lje Weston Cpisropnl ©tanner.
We trust the important measures adopted at this
From E. H. Pierce, Gambier,
It will be remembered, that about two shop, and amid the tempting fumes of the li- of which added together make J 3. His reign ,
convention will result in the happiest consequences Nov. 1840. From St. James’, Zanesville, by
PROSPECTUS OF THE
years ago, the large and elegant church at quid poison, that had so long palsied their therefore ought to end in 1842, and indeed cir- j
to the interests of sound learning and piety through
WE8TKBA HNHCOPAL OBSEKVEIt.
Rev. Mr. Cushman,
25 00 Toronto, Upper Canada was destroyed by reason, that they would never agaiu touch, cumslances seem to warrant this belief.—N. Y. I
out; the West Our educational institutions,
VOLUME XI.
From Portraits sold by Rev. Mr.
fire. A correspondent of the Colonial Church taste, or handle any intoxicating drink, <Sten.
theological and literary, must be fostered and sustain
Arrangements having been made to publish the
Townsend,
7 00 says, ‘the new Cathedral, which was speedily These men at once formed themselves into
ed by a larger munificence on the part of the laity,
The Jlmisted Negroes.—The case of Gambier
Observer and Western Church Journal
From Sunday school, Christ
erected in its place, by private subscription, j a ‘total abstinence society,’ and, by persua- these unfortunate beings is, we observe, excit simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
and by more earnest and zealous efforts on the part
Church,
Cincinnati,
Dio.
Miss.
20
00
is probably the handsomest church in Ameri-1 sion, succeeded in getting a few other notori- ing attention in Europe. G. S. S. Jerning- close of the present volume in December next, the
of the clergy. There is wealth enough, and enter
From Harcourt Parish, Gambier,
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
prise enough, and every thing else enough in the
ca. The interior is elegant, but grave and ous hard drinkers to join with them. Once a hain, the Representative at Madrid, of Great of
the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
balance sub.
3 37 I chaste, and extremely simple. The pews week they held meetings, and at almost every Britain, addressed a letter to the Spanish Min at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
great West, to build up the colleges and theological
From Christ Church, Cin
The
of ------------------location to point so
central to
seminaries already established, and make them strong
■ are all of black walnut, which gives a suitable meeting new applicants for membership would ister in Jan. last, reviewing the history of thee iLo W change
.
j
ou vcuuai IO
cinnati, Education,
22 50
• •
r
. ,
,.
lne ” esl> an<J so convenient for the earlv rcecnfim.
and powerful for all the legitimate purposes of such
saber effect to the interior. Although it will present themselves, anxious to secure the pow- negroes, andi requiring
that wrth as little delay | and rapid diffusion of intelligence,
will- ••it .W
is WVliVTVU,
S?ied"
_ o----- — y
do. do. Missions,
20 50
institutions, and to found and edify others that have
contain 2,000 people, it is not large enough er of social influence to aid them in doing as possible, these negroes, if restored to the greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the
43 00 I for the congregation.’ We observe says the what they had so often tried to accomplish by Spanish Minister, by the American authorities, paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
not yet.been thought of. But where among us is seen
From St. Philip’s, Circleville,
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained
that largeness of heart, that munificence and
Colonial Church, that steps are taking for 1 individual resolution. Soon the number of should be set at liberty. The same letter ex the
editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
collected at Convocation, for
energy of hand in this work of founding and endow
the erection of another, it being stated that, these reformed drunkards rose to fifty, and presses the confident expectation of the Eng tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
Education,
30 68 I there are yet 4,000 church-people in that city I every additional member increased the aggreing, and sustaining, through evil and good report, our
paper
will therefore, from the commencement of the
lish Government, that the Government of
From St. Paul’s, Chillicothe, of
institutions, which the interests of the church and
alone, for whom it is necessary to provide ac- , gate strength. If any one wavered, it was at Spain will cause proceedings to be commenc next (theXl) volume be issued under the joint edi
fering for Missions,
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
1)0 ' commodation.—In Lower Canada, we hear ' once seen, for the eyes of each were upon his
the other great trusts committed to the men of this
ed against Ruiz and Montez, as violators of as above.
M. T. C. WING. Treasurer.
generation, of the West, now demand at their hands?
that there are between 20 and 30 churches in neighbor, and the wavering one found liimself the laws of Spain against the slave trade, in
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
Dec. 28, 1840.
Let our pious and in‘elligent laity lay this matter to
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of
progress. In both Provinces, there is a la- J instantly supported and brought back to his the purchases of these men.
the Gospel which it has always held and defended
heart, lest their * wealth become moth-eaten,' and
mentable want of clergy to seek out and sup- j first resolutions. By rapid accessions, the
Tennessee.
essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
their want of true fidelity in the stewardship of it,
Sugar from British India.—Since the as
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
ply
the
spiritual
wants
of
the
members
of
the
society
continued
to
grow,
and
it
now
num
The Rt. Rev. J. H. Otey, D. D., Bishop and Rec
expose them to a ‘ curse uj>on their blessings.’
British
parliament
has
equalized
the
duties
on
of
the
peculiarities ot our communion.
tor of St Peter’s church, Columbia, Rev. P. Alston, church, and of thousand besides for w hose hers, nine months from the time of its forma
East and West India sugar, the production of Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor
‘I sit down to give the readers of the Observer a Missionary at Memphis, Rev. H. L. Leacock, resi souls ‘no man careth.’
tion, over two hundred members, the greater the article in Bengal has increased to a very respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
brief account of a special Convention of the church ding in N. Jersey. Rev. W. T. Leacock, Missiona
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
The widow of the late Rev. S. Mountain portion ol them men, who, for years, had great extent. The export this year will reach arrangement
at the West, to make their journal a
in this Diocese, which it was my privilege to attend; ry at Williamsport. Rev. I. G. Litton, Rector of
ol Cornwall, formerly Rector of Quebec, has been habitual drunkards.
vehicle
of fresh and authentic information, as to the
forty thousand tons,—whereas, five years
and because this is not the official communication ot Emanual church, Lagrange. Rev. A. A. Muller, D.
establishment
and progress of the Church through
I he public meeting on Friday night, was ago, it was only seven thousand tons. Bengal
given two hundred acres of choice land, to be
its proceedings, I must not anticipate that coinmuni- D., rector of Trinity church, Clarksville, Rev. E.
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
selected
by
the
Bishop
of
Montreal,
in
the
an
experience
meeting
of
these
men.
The
will this year supply England with one-fifth of
cation, (which will soon appear,) but give simply the Rgej, Missionary at Randolph, Rev. F. G. Smith,
Chauncey Colton,
histories given by many of them of the de the sugar she will consume.
observations of a traveller. The object which sum- Rector of the Female Institute, Columbia, Rev. A. township of Halifax, couuty Megantic, to
Wm. Jackson,
gradation
and
misery
to
which
they
had
been
wards
the
endowment
of
the
church
in
Upper
moned this special Convention was one of special Stephens, residing at Nashville, Rev. D. Stephen
John T. Brooke,
A
copy
of
Cranmer
’
s
Bible,
edition
1539,
reduced,
and
of
the
sufferings
to
which
their
interest and high importance to the general interests D D rectorof St. James’ church, Bolivar, Rev. T Ireland, in that vicinity. The same quantity,
Henry V. D. Johns.
In addition to the above arrangement for the responsible editorship of the OB
of religion, the church in this Diocese and the uni- West) Rey j T Wheat, Rector of Chrigt churcb with the same liberty of choice, has bben families had been subjected, was truly affect in folio, wanting the title-page and two other SERVER,
a department of it has been assigned to the penof the author of tbe
leaves,
was
recently
sold
in
London
for
50/.
ing.
It
is
wonderful
how
such
a
body
of
‘•Young Ladies’Companion.” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The columns un
given by Miss Purcell, the aunt, and also by
versal church : the establishment of a College and Nashville.
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from oilier
chiefly designed to guide and i retract youthful minds,—while reference
re-establishment of a Theological Seminary, whose
Standing Committee: Rev. [I. T. Wheat, Rev Miss Scot, the sister of Mr. Mountain; mak men, by aggregating their moral force, too The volume concludes with the following co sources,
will be bad io’ interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from
lophon:
—
‘
The
ende
of
the
New
'Testament,
some
of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy.
weak in its individual strength to accomplish
ing in all six hundred acres.
operations, from causes with which I am notacquain- Dr Muller, F. B. Fogg, J. Shelby,
If is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
illustrations of such subjects as luay be supposed particularly iu'er esting. A por
In the township of Kingsey, on the river any thing, have so thoroughly reformed and of the whole Byble, fynished in Apryll, tion
ted, had been suspended. The universal interest in
Secretary of Convention, Rev. I. T. Wheat,
of »he space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter
tnorpr.ariicL.ariy interesting to the female portion of our readers.
Their motto is—‘ We cannot Anno M.CCCCCXXXIX.’
this object was manifested in a prompt attendance of Nashville.
St. Francis, Mr. Longmore has given the site themselves.
clergy and laity, and the unanimity which charac' EPIgC0PAL IN6TlTUTE> COLUMB1A
for a church now in progress of erection, to fail’—and they say, ‘ if we touch not, taste not,
Wycliff’s body, thirteen years after his
Gambict, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
lerized the deliberations and facilitated the decisions Rt Re? Jamfcg H Otey> D D , Vi(ji
Rgy T gether with an endowment of fifty acres of handle not, how can we ever again become death, was disinterred and burned, and the
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
of the Convention. It was evident also, that this q gmithj prjncjpa|.
drunkards?’
arrangement with respect to the pub
land.
ashes thrown into a neighboring brook.— of the new
editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer,
object had deeply enlisted the feelings of the Bishop,
We kn^v of no
gchoo, in Qur cq
It is gratifying to know, that this society Speaking of this transaction, Fuller says— lication
The congregation of New Carlisle and
hereafter to he called the “Western Episcopal Ob
who opened the Convention with prayer and ash
deserving of t,je
confldence agdealing in Paspebiac, in the Bay of Chaleurs, District intends forming auxiliary societies among ap
The brook did convey his ashes into Avon;1 server.
server ” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces
address. From the latter I gathered the following ‘true ware,’ than the Diocecsan Female Institute, of Gaspe, served by the same minister, have prentice hoys. After having reformed them
sion
the value, circulation and usefulness of the
Avon into Severn; Severn into the narrow paper,to from
so great an accession of slrengthto its
particulars. 1. That such institutions were at this Tennessee. Bishop Otey sustains not only the rela
recently engaged to provide a parsonage- selves, the members now determine to strike seas; they into the main ocean. And thus, editorial labors. Its ,
publication
and
_______ _at Cincinnati
^...vninau ttliu
period of the church in Kentucky, indispensible to
at
the
very
root
of
the
matter.
tion of Visitor to this important institution of his di house, with a small farm and wood-lot attach
the ashes of Wycliff are the emblem of his Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
her growth and prosperity. 2. That the Trustees
ocese, but of lecturer on moral and intellectual phi ed to be conveyed to the church.’
Keepers of drinking houses are becoming doctrine, which now is dispersed all the world all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
of the College in Shelbyville had proposed to trans
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publl
losophy and rhetoric. The Rev. Principal and his
alarmed
at this righteous combination against over.’ The ashes of Huss were thrown into cation
of whatever internal matters they may sev
fer their institution, with its funds and interests,
lady have been long and with singular success, en
them.
They
are
daily
losing
their
best
cus

erally
desire to show to the public. With an earn
to the hands of the Episcopal Church, provided she
CINCINNATI & LOUISVILLE. tomers, men who for years have wasted with the Rhine.
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
gaged
in
teaching,
and
have
associated
with
them,
was prepared to receive and nourish it. 3. The
A grant of £5,000 sterling has been made by the a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor
in the several departments, highly accomplished as
them nearly all their hard earnings. The con
Bishop recommended that in dependance upon the
SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1841.
British Parliament, towards the endowment of colo ous editorship, 1 feel the greatest cheerfulness in
sistants.
The
whole
interior
arrangments
and
’
re

stant and untiring activity of the members,
recommending it to the patronage of the communi
blessing of God the proposition should be accepted,
gime of the Institute are such as to inspire the fullest “£J)e form anh pressure of the C tme.” now vividly conscious of their former state of nial Bishoprics, and an annual increase of £1,000 ty.
and measures adopted for appropriating the College
towards
the
support
of
Missionary
operations
in
confidence on the part of those who desire to secure
Chas. P. McIlVaine,
degradation, and possessing hearts to feel for Southern India.
to the interests of the Episcopal Church. It had
bishop
of the liiocese of Ohio.
for their daughters or wards an accomplished and
SECULAR EDITORIAL HEAD.
those who are yet enslaved, causes them not
no previous connection with any denomination. In
The receipt of the Gospel Propagation Society, up
solid religious education.
This head—sub-editorial—is designed to em
the progress of discussion, two impediments presen
to lose sight ol their old boon companions.— to the end of June, amounted to £24,277.
St. Louis, Nov. V)lh, 1840.
It gives us the highest satisfaction to learn that brace, as stated in our last, matter of general inter
I cordially concur in the above.
ted themselves, which it was feared would defeat the
These are sought out and admonished—met
Jackson Kemper,
favorite object of the Convention. 1. A portion of I
,. . .
bishop Otey is so far restored as to est,—hut such only as Christian observers of this
In
the
city
of
New
York
there
are
said
lobe
80,000
on their way to the tippling shops, and per
Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa,
J
... I enable him to enter fully on his official duties.
every-day world may be fairly expected to see, and
Catholics.
the income of the College came, indirectly from the
and Provisional Pishup <f Indiana.
as Christian men and faithful citizens, set for the de suaded to attend its meetings, and thus there is
proceeds of a lottery, authorized by the Legislature
^constant
and
rapid
accession
to
the
society.
The
two
first
numbers
of
the
Observer
icill
be
sent
to
JHtssfssfppt.
fence of what is true and lovely and of good report,
Lexington, l\y. Dee. 10/h, 1840.
of Kentucky, and this was repugnant to the religious
'The friends of temperance had almost ceased some persons who have not heretofore been subscribers.
The Rt. Rev. J. II. Otey, D. D., acting Bishop,
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
sense of all. 2. The Convention could not com Rev. T. W. Boyd, Rev. W. C. Crane, rector of St. as well as for the higher interests of the Gospel and to hope for legislative action in the suppres Should they wish the paper to be continued, they are re
a more central point for the whole west, with the
mand immediate funds for carrying the College for Paul's church, Woodville, Rev. M. S. Forbes, rec the Church, are deeply concerned to know the ‘form sion of traffic in ardent spirits, when this new quested to indicate it by retaining the copies sent,— hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name
ward to that point of elevation which should at least tor of St. Paul’s church , Columbus, Rev. C. Foster and pressure’ of, and on occasion,to bring before their
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
readers. We shall therefore, usually say under this light broke upon them. Of the two forces for if not, by returning the copies of the ‘2d number, with with my cordial approbation; and 1 shall be ready,
place it on a level with sister institutions. All were Missionary at Holly Springs, Rev f A Fox rector
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every wuy in
head, not with the editorial scissors merely, but with the suppression of evil, legislative force and their names and residence written upon them.
agreed that they would have a good institution or of Christ church, Jefferson City, Rev T S Greene
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
the pen, and in as free and independent a way as moral force, the latter is the best and most ef
none. The former impediment was happily removed Rev. D. C. Page, rector of Trinity church, Natches’
B. B. Smith,
JU a v V (a fl c s.
ficient,
and
this
has
now
been
applied
in
the
may
befit
our
vocation,
w
hatever
we
have
to
offer
by an explanation of the Trustees, which showed Rev n R p;np},;n„ Ml •
. /t ,
’
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
from week to week upon matters of general con suppression of intemperance with vigor, and
At Columbus, on Wednesday evening, 30th ult.
CoUege h.d never been, at any point, co,
T E It M S »
necled with the lottery It bad .imply di.po.cd of ville, Rcv.
A w
' cernment. The present week, we have a word, as the lair promise ol ultimate success. It was by Rev. Wm. Preston, William Dennison, Jr. Esq.
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tions we have ever witnessed, and the society Wm. Neil.
disposal was arising, semi-annually, an income which
ary at Hernando, De Soto county.
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms:
Let us be pardoned for repeating in this connex merits the countenance and encouragement of
had its origin in a lottery. And had there existed
At
Gambier,
on the evening of the 31st ult. $2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
The prospects of the increase and efficiency of ion, what (through the misprint of a word or two) the whole community.”
thv-fenst ground for conscientious scruple, the Trus
Rev. Stephen G. Gassaway, B. D. Minister of St.
i uburchin Mississippi are. we are happy to la,
.Mr. Mary’s Kail.
,v,i« nlti.rfd without, nipuninff last week, but which
tees affirmed they should not have accepted such in highly interesting and encouraging.
Peter’s Church, Delaware, to Miss Isabella Bache, GREEN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY.
our pen expressed not unintelligibly: ‘With the
The splendid Chandelier lately suspended in daughter of Dr. BenjaminBache of the Uuited States
come. The second objection was thoroughly can
Standing Committee : Rev. D. C. Page, Dr. A shibboleths of party politics or the discussion of party t io hall of the Hotn» of Representatives, we
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Navy.
rIMlE winter term of thi3 institution will comP. Merrill, H. W. Huntington.
measures and men, we shall have almost nolhing learn from the Washington papers, feA to du>
ganization of the College, and the result was, the
S mence on the first day of November. The
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ing,
fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all
incumbent upon us in casting into the broad seed- fortunately, an hour or two before the time of
and appointed a provisional committee, both to con
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosohpy in English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
fer with the Trustees and memorialize the Legisla
The Rev. A. C. Treadway has accepted an invi- field of opinion, such general and salutary truths as meeting, when there was no one within its range.
Union College, Schenectady, New York, to Miss mody, $106.
ture, now in session, for a new charter for the Col- tation to the temporary charge of Trinity church, may tend to conserve the true interests of a people, It was of American manufacture, says the Intelli
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many, by means of tlie religious services per orme confidence and respect in a way likely to secure it But this does not hinder the association of individ received intelligence from Florida, that thirteen
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the
by the clergy during its sittings. On Tuesday eve permanent prosperity and great and increasing use- uals when the prevalence of this degrading and bru Indians, among whom were nine warriors, had
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ning, 29th inst., divine service was performed, and fulnesB as an Episcopal Institution. Bishop Kern- talizing vice of intemperance demands it, from put come into Fort King, and voluntarily surrendered
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ICTORIAL Prayer Book—Illustrated Commen
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tary of the Holy Bible—Pilgrim’s Progress, il
Book a n (I Job
St. Peter s Church, Paris, from 1 salms XC. 12.
cator. Of those associated with him in instruction main the same, must as by a necessary and inevita
lustrated with numerous engravings^—Wordsworth’s^
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Greece,
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and government, we hear a good report. We learn ble consequence, so powerfully re-act, as to throw amount of money, subscribed and raised for the in n neat style, with accuracy ami expedition. Bible—Oxford Bibles of all sizes and in various styles
the great interests which they are designed to pro Bunker Hill Monument, is $166,269. The origi
of the richest binding—The English Poets, various,
from the ‘Church’ that the Rev. Mr.Caswell has been
orders thankfully received.
mote, into positions more false and unpropitious, nal estimate for the work was $67,000.
editions, most elegantly bound—Claude’s Essay and.
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Doctrine
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determined
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twenty-four pieces of light Artillery, of superior
tier. It is however crowded out by the length of
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workmanship,
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the above from the Diocese of Kentucky. The fol- of Episcopacy in the West-and at no distant day
in I vol 12mo.
Venice—Drawing room Scrap Book, 1841—Book of
II. A Tribute to the Memory of Fitzhugh Smith, the Boudoir, 1841—Hooker’s Works, 2 vols.—Heads
lowing, from the Treasurer of the Missionary and will wield a powerful influence in moulding all the upon, and vigorously sustained, by inebriates, habit pieces of Flying Artillery, with complete appar
Education Committee reached our office too late for great interests of religion and learning throughout ual drunkards, before that announced in the follow atus, toady for immediate service. The above son of Gerrit Smith. By the author of “Thoughts of the People, illustrated—Library of the Fathers,
on a new Order of Missionaries,” etc., in 1. vol. 5 vols.—Poems, by the author of “Moral Flowers”
last week ]
the western part'of the valley of the Mississippi. ing paragraphs from General Greens’ Pilot and Tran were ordered by the gentlemen sent by the Gov 12mo.
—The Heart’s Ease, by Simon Patrick, D. D.
A Total Abstinence Society, ernment upon a millitary tour in Europe the last
—
Kemper College we regard as one of the great and script, of Baltimore.
Just received and for sale by
III. Woman’s Mission, with an Introductory
The Treasurer of the Missionary and Education prec;ous trusts of the church of the west. Let it formed by real men (for they must have had left season.
Letter, by the right rev. G. W. Doane, D. D., in
H. HOOKER.
Committee of the Diocese of Ohio acknowledges be SUstained as it deseives to be, both by the East some reality of manhood) in a Dram Shop!—and
N. W. corner ofChesnut and Fifth streets.
The News from the Disputed Territory.—The I vol. 12mo.
Philadelphia.
Lately published.
the receipt of the following sums since his Conven- and qie West, and it will be a priceless Messina amidst the sulphurous flames and fumes of the burn report from the East which we before noticed,
xt___ 1 T>-------- X
a priceless blessing
Nordheimer’s Hebrew Grammar, vol. I. roy
tional Report
Mcllvuini- on .lusiilti-ntioii.
ing poison which had so often utterly bereft them of is so modified, on the authority of several trav al IV.
through all coming time, to the whole church.
8vo vol ii. is in press, and nearly ready.
Aug. 1840. From St. James’ Church, Zanes
SAA N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
reason and brutalized their immoilal nature. We ellers from Maine, as to assert, probably with
V. Nordheimer’s Hebrew Chrestomathy, royal
Secretary of the Convention, Rev. F. F. Peake,
er, Columbus, has just published Justification
ville, Dio. Miss.
25 00 St. Louis.
will not henceforth despair, even of the most de truth, that Lieut. Gov. Sir John Harvy has writ 8vo.
by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.
VI. History of the Christian Church, from the
graded and groveling of our species. There is a ten a letter to Gov. Fairfield, in consequence of
From St. Timothy’s, Massillon,
Ascension of Jesus Christ to the Conversion of Charles P. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot.
power in the human will which when it can be evok which the latter has written to the Secretary of Constantine.
do. do.
24 00
By the Rev. Edward Burton, D. D. Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol. Price, hand
Rev. Dr. Duff and Mrs. Duff, Church of Scotland,
ed and stimulated by adequate motive, possesses re State at Washington. Of the purport of the First American edition; with a memoir of the author, somely bound, 37|cts. The work may be bad of Myers
Cash (paid by Rev. Mr. FairMissionaries, arrived at Calcutta, on the 3rd of May,
Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P.
occasional notes, and questions adapting it to the &
child) do. do.
1 00 having on their passage, visited Madrass and Bom deeming energy and virtue. We do not now speak communications we arc not informed.
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ofthehigher energy, that divine influence of spirit
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores ofH. Hook
From St. Paul’s, Chillicothe, do 10 00 bay.
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia.—A report Doane, D. D., in I vol. 12mo.
er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohue, and R. S.
and power, which, alone can awaken and call forth
From St. Paul’s, Norwalk, offer
of the eleventh exhibition, wffiich was holden at
The Rev. A. Trevie of the Mission of Sarat, died
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s;
Splendid I.oildon Books.
what is deepest and truest in man and stimulate and
ings, do. do.
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the Masonic Hall from the 7th to the 21st day of ^|YHE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New
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York, Swords. Stanford & Co., D. Appleton &
From Christmas offering,
among the heathen.
October, 1840, has been given. The institution
I Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en Co.,
destiny—'■tempernte in all things,' and true to his
Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos
St. James’, Piqua>
5 68
has been well patronized, and the articles presen gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev. itory
From the depot of the British and Foreign Bible
of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
trusts in all things.
Henry
Stoking,
M.
A.
ted for premiums were of a high order. In the
Society at Paris, there have been issued during the
From offerings, do. do. 10 32
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers School Union,-New Haven, at S. IJabcock's and B.
“On Friday evening last a public meeting tvas article of silk the display is pronounced to have from
year, 137,097 copies of the Holy Scriptures.
From Fern. Ben. Soc. do. 16 00
one hundred and thirty eight eminent British «fc W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s and
The labors of Mr. Tidy in Belgium and his in held in St. John’s Church; N. Liberty street, been decidedly superior to that of former years.
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy- Belknap&Hamersley’s: Boston, rocker &. Brewste,
From Sun. school, do. do. 1 06
and James B. Dow’s: Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay & Co.
It is a very remarkable coincidence that the nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
32 06 dustrious colporteurs, have been continued with by a society, whose formation and unexampled
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
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success
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and
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The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
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lution
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The zealous Dr. Pimkerton has pursued his la interesting occurrences of the day. It ap
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
Vernon,
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
133 25
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes
bors in the Bible cause, with his characteristic effi pears, that, about nine months ago, six or 25, the precise number of years it lasted. These
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap
From Rev. Mr. Henshaw, sub.
1 00 ciency and success during the year, in Germany and
tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not—
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With
seven men who had been in the habit of 25 years added to 1789, give the year 1814, at The
Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D.,
From St. Luke’s, Columbia,
Prussia. His issues have been greater than the pre drinking, even to intoxication, for a long series which time Napoleon was driven out of France. —The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. Ry G.
Dio. Miss.
3 85 ceding year. His distributions have been chiefly in
The Bourbons returned in 1815, and these fig
London Bibles, all sizes.
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
of years, and who had wasted their substance, ures added together give the sum 15, the precise
i the German, Polish, Bohemian, Hungarian, LitliuaFrom a youth of Cincinnati, by
Just ieceived,and for sale bv
Spencer’8 Appeals to the Heart.
brutalized themselves, and injured their fami number of years of the restoration. Louis
R. S. H. GEORGE.
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
QO | nian and Hebrew languages.
Dr. Aydelott,
lies, formed a resolution, while in a dram Pliillippe mounted the throne in 1730, the figures
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut
234 Chesnut street,
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The Church Choir.
cypher so nicely in addition, that he was advanc
to the royal household. The king was extreme- .
Xitcrarp.
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publisher,
For publishing at Columbia, Tennessee
ly
desirous
of
converting
the
Earl
of
Rochester
:
g
ed to subtraction, and afterwards to multiplica
? ucsiruusvi
I 1 Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a
ondutted by the Author of the hiYwng L^diti* Companion? “Botany of the
a monthly periodical, entitled
THE EXILES OF Z1LLERTHAL,
to the Church of Lome, and the
•
. Collection of Sacred Music: comprising a great vaScriptures? “Lift of Wyclffe? etc., etc.
tion. In all his troubles he tried to follow his
hearing iheir homes, on their expatriation from the Tyrol in 1832, for separ conference to be held between two Romisn riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and
Tln3[ZOtb)^[R[B)Q^^a
'
dear mother’s advice, unless his sinful temper ating from the Ruiuish Church, and embraciug the Reformed Faith.
Chants,
arranged
for
the
Organ
or
Piano-Forte,
and
Priests
and
two
of
his
chaplains,
Dr.
Jane
and
FRUITS OF PERSEVERANCE.
A family Magizine, devoted io the cause of Female Edu~
The morn has come, that pilgrim band,
gained the victory over him, but when leaning
our author. It only confirmed Rochester in his adapted more particularly to the Worship of the
cation on Christian principles; editedat the Female
‘Mother!’ said William, a little boy of between
Episcopal umuren
Church in uie
the United
Slates.
i
r.vbrt 1Protestant
loiesiamepiscopal
uiiiku oiaies.
Must leave their fathers’ home,
Institute, Columbia, Tcnn., by the Rector, with the
on his own strength he was generally made sooner
Protestant principles; and Bishop Kennet (m ho By Joseph Muenscher, Professor of Biblical Literaive and six years of age, ‘it is in vain for me to
And exiles to a foreign land,
aid of the Right Reverend Visitor, Bishop Otey, and
relates the story) adds, that as his majesty retir ture in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant
or later to feel, that it was perfect weakness.
of thd Tutoresses.
For peace and safety roam,
ry any more, 1 never can make the figure
ed in a most abrupt manner, he was heard to Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts.
One day after he had studied a new portion of
Their heads are bowed, their eyes are dim,
Part
I,
Contains
the
Rudiments
of
Vocal
Music,
say, ‘he never saw a bad cause so well, nor a
hree.’
f £ AIIE conductors of this school have lono- felt the
Psalm and Hymn Tunes, &c. &c.
For thoughts of years gone by
his multiplication table very hard and found
good one so ill maintained.’
§ want of a medium for communicating’regular
So saying, he threw his slate down on his
Part
2,
Contains
Anthems,
Sentences,
Chants,
Are struggling with their love for Him,
The king, after this, endeavored to gain Pa &c. <$«c.
ly with their patrons, and for laying before the world
himself still imperfect in his knowledge of it, he
mother's lap, and looked up in her face, with an
Whose truth shall never die.
trick to his purposes; he sent for him, treated
Both parts bound in One volume, Price, 1 25. the results of their experience and observation on
became very much depressed, and the tears
the whole subject of education, both public and pri
xpression of countenance, in which mortificahim kindly, and persuaded him to abate somewhat Each part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by vate.
Home,
kindred,
friends,
oh!
what
are
they,
The advancement in learning, the enterprise
would in spite of his efforts to check them, roll
itself, Price $1; Part 2, by itself, Price, 62i cis.
ion and impatience of temper were plainly to be
his
zeal
as
a
Protestant.
The
chaplain
re

of
If free thoughts wear a chain,
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred in study, and the intellectual and moral improve
down his cheek. At length he said to his mo
ment
visible
among their interesting charge, they
plied
that
he
‘
could
not
give
up
a
religion
so
Music, it has been the aim of the editor to furnish
-een, mixed with hopeless sorrow.
If minds are bound by bands of clay,
ther, who was sitting by, and watching his strug
well proved as that of the Protestants.’ After Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, composed would gladly spread among those families of the
They
strive
to
loose
in
vain.
West whose daughters are debarred the ad
His mother gently but firmly insisted, that he gles with great interest, ‘Dear mother, do you
this he openly opposed reading the king's de in different styles, and adapted to the various occa South
Ohl wliat is country, what the sward
sions of public worship, as the limits of the work vantages of public schools. The Right Reverend
hould take his slate and attempt still longer to think I shall ever be able to learn algebra, and
claration
for
liberty
of
conscience;
and
as
a
Our sires for ages trod,
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will Bishop Otey having obligingly favored this underta
school for making converts to Romanism had be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary king with the engagement that he will writefor every
copy the figures which she had set him. ‘Re
If swords are drawn, but cannot guard,
to draw those squares and circles that my cousin
been opened at the Savoy, he, in conjunction purposes of public and social worship- The Anthems number of the proposed Magazine, the Rector is en
member my dear boy’ she said, ‘you had to try
The worship of our God.
couraged to submit his plans to the community at
Richard does at College, if I am so dull in get
with Dr. (afterwards Archbishop) Tennison, es and Set Prices have been selected, as will be seen on large,
in the confidence that in the circle of his as
i long time yesterday, before you could make
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ting this table? Do other little boys, find it as
tablished one in opposition at St. Martin’s.
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and
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To shed upon their way,
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difficult as I do?’
The birds are joyous in their mirth
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use in settling the affairs of the Church, and was ged for the Organ or Piano Forte, from the convic parting permanent value to such a publication._
‘All young persons, my son,’ replied his mo
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From every leaf and spray,
one of the Commissioners for the review of the tion that many performers on those instruments have It
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ing to cypher, and must remain an ignorant
ciently in the science of music to play the harmony female education upon the best and soundest princi
I believe. Your cousin labored hard with it,
The breezes waft their song,
Chichester, and subsequently translated to Ely, with facility, even of plain psalmody, from fig ples.
child.’
We are bound within no narrow limits, A sub
And earth and air unite to greet
and I well remember my joy when my own dear
in which see he died in the 81st year of his age. ures.
It will be seen that the pages of the work are en ject wider in its range than that which lies before us,
Their exiled pilgrim throng.
‘Mother,’ replied the little boy, 4 have tried mothei after many trials, at last found I had mas
Bishop Patrick was one of the most learned men
cannot
be suggested ; and in seeking to give interest
with a variety of original compositions, pre
as well as best writers of his time. He pub riched
s hard as I can, but see, my slate is full of bad, tered it. It by no means follows, because you
Why leave they thus their ancient place,
pared ex pressely for this collection, and also with as well as usefulness to our work, we can be at no
lished various works, some devotional, some ser pieces from various English authors, not usually to loss for topics. “ The world is all before us, where
ugly figures, that all look the wrong way. 1 are not remarkably quick in acquiring knowledge,
The homes they called their own,
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mons, and several able tracts against the Church be met with in this country.
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lont believe any body else ever was so stupid. that you must give up the hope of becoming a
The Church Choir, for the short time it has been and loveliness, or as connected with letters, and
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published, has been very favorably received by Pro sanctifying while it elevates the aspirations and de
r am sure you had not such a plague in learning good mathematical scholar at some future day.
ever, consists of his paraphrases and commenta fessors and friends of sacred music. The following velopments of genius ; the fireside circle, the seat
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o cypher. Your pencil seems to slip along so I have read of a gentleman who became so emi
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that graces and adorns our world ; the school re
it:
good.
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will only make my three for me, I’ll try io do that science in one of the great English Univer
Where they shall ne’er return.
recommend the Church Choir, very handsomely the scene of courtesy, dignity and refinement, no
this notice, while we can, without reserve, got up, and well stored with classic Church tunes less than of far-reaching thought, sound learning
he rest of my figures, for as to making this one, sities, and was called the best scholar of his time,
Not so, a spirit mightier far,
commend both, we confess that we like best the in their proper identity. It is complied by Professor and skill in the management and mastery of the
it is useless for me to strive any more.’
Their waking thoughts has kept,
discourse concerning prayer. No man, however, Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, Ohio, whose passions ; in fine, all that is praiseworthy in the
who when a little boy of your sge, was so dull
of our wonderful age,—its enterprise, its cour
That led of old the natal star
•And do you expect to cypher in this manner and indolent in his studies, that his good father
who reads either in a becoming spirit, will fail musical talents and taste are not entirely unknwn spirit
among us. We consider it a recommendation of age, its grasp after the highest attainments in art,
To
where
the
Saviour
slept;
to find himself richly repaid for his labor.
all your life. By and by you will go to school, was accustomed to mourn over him in bitterness
the book, that it is mostly made up of tunes that science and invention,—so various and illimitable
Church Record.
That broke the adamantine chain,
are no strangers in our Churches, tunes appropriate are the fields from which our topics and illustrations
and when you grow older, if I live, I hope to of heart, and was more than once heard to aay,
Which bound the Gospel word.
to our services, and selected with some view to par- are to be gathered. Whatever may contribute to
send you to college. Now do you wish or ex that if God saw fit to remove one of his children
MASSACRE OF THE MAMELUKES BY ME- tiular Psalms and Hymns of our books—We hope control the imagination, to expand the mind and to
And gave great joy to earth again,
HEMET ALI.
that by the introduction, of such collections as this, elevate the aims of the young,—
pect me, to go along with you always, to make he trusted it might be Isaac, which was the
The Spirit of the Lord.
“ To raise the genius and to mend the heart.”
Mohammed Ali was now firmly fixed in his we shall preserve our own good and truly sacred
your figure three for you.’
—Christian Witness, Boston.
we shall gladly welcome to our pages. Our aim is
name of this boy, since he feared he would never
government, and it was evident that something music.
Their homes, what are they, if the night
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the to diffuse sound and conservative views on all topics
«0h no, mother!’ said William, smiling through be of much use or comfort to any one.’
more than Turkish wisdom preserved him in it. importance of selecting suitable Church music, says connected wilh the improvement of society, and
Of darkness wraps them round,
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the tears which his troublesome task had forced
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of the newest collections we have, ‘The more especially with the education and instruction
Their country what, if there no light
‘What are mathematics, mother?’ enquired
Cairo; and every insurrection which begun, was Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of of the future mothers of our land, upon whose wise
Of Faith or Hope be found?
into his eyes, ‘that would be very silly indeed, William.
the best, so far as I have examined, for the use and faithful execution of their high trust, our nation
disconcerted in the space of a few hours. The of
Oh! better far, a stranger land,
the Episcopal Church, and any choir which lias al prosperity more immediately depends than upon
and all my masters would laugh at me.”
‘Algebra and geometry are mathematical stu
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deemed
his
agents
supernatural,
but
Should he their country now,
a selection to make would do well to take this col any other human instrumentality.
‘Well then, my dear, the difficulty must be dies, my dear, and so is arithmetic the introduc
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We are glad to see, that the author of the ‘Church
overcome, you know, sooner or later—take your tion to the science. Those studies which you
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Consul, and he it was whose prudence and dex by giving a much larger share of music adapted to double medium sheet of fine paper, each number
slate again and earnestly set yourself to the task have seen your cousin engaged in, are not more
‘Let there be light,’ Jehovah said,
terity seated Mohammed Ali on the throne. our service, than it is usual to find in works of this containing sixteen pages quarto, compactly filled.—
for ten minutes longer—a half hour will then be difficult for him to master, I imagine, than is the
And all creation heard,
Every measure of the latter was of his planning; kind. In another respect we believe this work is It is put at the low price of one dollar and fifty cents
completed, and if by that time you have not suc multiplication table to you who are a little boy.
And light upon the earth was spread,
and the Viceroy well knows that to him the suc to be preferred to many of the most popular collec a year, payable invariably in advance. New type
tions of music; thewords set to music, have not and other materials having been ordered by the prin
ceeded, you may wait until school time to mor You have by many efforts learned to make the
Obedient to his word.
cess of his ambition is wholly due. Drovetti is been
socinianizcd. In one other respect, too, the ter for this work, the first No. will be brought out
the most perfect courtier in his manners and ap arrangement of this will be considered by some, as as early as possible in the month of January.
‘Let there be light,’ the thirsty soul
row. 1 do not recollect having had as much figure 3—the same perseverance will enable you,
Editors in the South-Western States are respect
pearance I ever met; the elegance of his ad being an advantage over most other collections of
Drinks in the sound with joy,
trouble in forrffing my figures as you have found, I hope, some day to comprehend problems and
dresses is only surpassed by the depth of his dis Church music; the several parts intended for the fully requested to give this Prospectus one or two
Shall then the bitter waters roll,
insertions.
but it is not at all unlikely that I had to toil a theorems in geometry.’
and Piano, are written on the staff, as
simulation, and the skilfulness of his subterfuge. Organ
And mental light destroy?
Post masters are desired to act as agents.
customary in music for the Piano. It has not, there
great while with them also, for many years have
There is, however, something terrible in his coun fore, any figured bass.—Chronicle of the Church, N.
‘Oh! mother I hope I shall, for I do want to be
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Rome, ’tis through thee those exiles mourn,
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passed since I was thus employed, and the re a learned man when I grow up,’ exclaimed Wil
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Female Institute, Columbia
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December 15,1840.
Through thee their silent steps are borne
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under those of later years.’
the best collection of music for the Psalms and
4 should certainly like to see you, my son,’
From their loved homes of old,
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